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A language L is called characterisnc for a given abstract family of automata 
if the least AFL containing L can be defined by placing restrictions on the 
given machine representation. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for, a 
language to be characteristic. It is shown that there are subAFLs of the family of 
context-free languages not definable by any restrictions on pushdown store 
automata. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there have been several studies of special families of languages 
defined either by means of restrictions on well-known families of machines 
such as the stack automata nd the pushdown store acceptors (Greibach, 
1969b), (Siromoney, 1969), or as subAFLs of well-studied AFLs such as 
the context-free languages (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968), (Yntema, 1967), 
or both (Greibach, 1969a). A natural question is whether the connection 
between machines and languages, such as between AFAs [or one-way 
nondeterministic balloon automata (Hopcroft-Ullman, 1967)] and AFLs, 
extends to subfamilies. For example, does every subAFL of a given AFL  
correspond to a subAFA of a machine representation of that AFL  ? 
The answer to this question obviously depends on the particular machine 
realization of a given family. On the one hand, the results of (Ginsburg 
and Greibach, 1969a) show that every AFL  oW is defined by at least one AFA 
~(~)  in which every subAFL of £~ corresponds to some subAFA of ~(~)  
and every principal subAFL of £¢~ corresponds to a finitely encoded subAFA 
of ~(~¢). On the other hand, it is clear that the family of pushdown store 
automata, in any of the usual formulations (see Section 4 for one definition) 
has only two subAFAs (in the definition given in Section 2) which define 
proper subAFLs: the regular languages and the one-counter languages; 
the family of stack automata likewise has only a finite number of subAFAs. 
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Yet the one-counter languages alone have infinitely many different subAFLs 
(Greibach, 1969a), and one can fill any n-dimensional grid with an n-tuply 
infinite hierarchy of context-free AFLs (Greibach, 1969c). 
There are different ways to place restrictions on an abstract family of 
automata. The quasirealtime languages are defined by limiting the number 
of moves a machine can make before advancing its input tapes (Book and 
Greibach, 1969); other subAFLs can be defined by various time and tape 
limitations (Book, Greibach, Wegbreit, 1970). Defining a subAFA involves 
either restricting allowable storage configurations (as in the case of one- 
counter machines) or else forbidding certain storage instructions (as pushdown 
store automata can be obtained by eliminating from stack automata those 
instructions which allow the machine to enter its stack). Time and tape 
restrictions on pushdown store automata either have no effect or else produce 
the regular sets (Greibach, 1965) and (Hartmanis, Lewis, and Stearns, 1965). 
As we noted, there are only two proper subAFAs of the pushdown store 
automata. 
There is another way that a subfamily of automata can be defined--by 
restricting the order in which instructions can appear or the sequence of 
values taken on by the storage information function. For example, a checking 
automaton is a nonerasing stack automaton which can never change its 
stack once it has entered it (Greibach, 1969b). A finite-turn bounded 
pushdown store automaton can alternate increase and erase instructions only 
a finite number of times before reinitializing its store (Ginsburg and Spanier, 
1966) and (Greibach, 1969a). The doubly infinite context-free hierarchy in 
(Greibach, 1969a) can similarly be defined by more complicated restrictions 
on the order of instructions of a pushdown store automaton. Thus our 
questions can be rephrased: I f  an AFA ~ defines an AFL, ~at(~), can 
every subAFL of ~t (~)  be defined by some restriction on machines of ~ ? 
Specifically, can every context-free AFL be defined by restrictions on 
pushdown automata ? 
The answer obviously depends on the definition of "restriction." When 
shall we call an AFA ~ '  a restriction of an AFA ~ ? Obviously in any 
definition, the languages definable in ~ '  should be definable in ~.  Beyond 
this, ~ '  should not be more powerful than ~ in the sense that some languages 
would be easier to define in ~ ' .  Certainly, the quasirealtime languages of ~ '  
should be quasirealtime in ~.  The same should be true of languages deter- 
ministic or realtime definable in ~ ' .  For example, any language deterministic 
as a one-counter language is obviously deterministic as a pushdown store 
language; however, {anb~na~b  ] n -~- l or m = k} is a deterministic context-free 
language that is not a deterministic one-counter language. So a minimum 
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requirement is that a language quasirealtime or realtime or deterministic 
in ~ '  should be quasirealtime or realtime or deterministic in ~.  
We can regard any individual acceptor D = (K1 , /1 ,3 ,  q0, F) in ~ as a 
pattern for the order of instructions of a subfamily of ~ as follows. I f  (q', u) 
is in 3(q, a, 7), then (7, u) is a storage information-instruction pair. Each 
accepting computation of D can be regarded as a sequence of such pairs. 
We can associate with D a nondeterministic finite state acceptor D = 
(/£1,272, ~, q0, F) with q' in ~(q, (7, u)) if (q', u) is in 3(q, a, y) for some 
input a. The sequence of (y, u) pairs attached to an accepting computation 
of D must belong to the regular set R 9 = L(D). We can consider D to 
induce a subfamily of all machines D 1 with Rol contained in R 9 . This 
will not quite induce an AFA; we must add identity instructions. Then 
we obtain a family of machines which must contain M(L(D)) and can be 
regarded as a restriction induced by D. 
These considerations motivate the definition in Section 2 of ~9,  the 
restriction of ~ induced by the acceptor D (Definition 2.6). We observe 
that in general ~(L(D))  :/: ~¢~(~D)- A language L is characteristic for 
if L = L(D) for some D such that ~(L(D)  w {e}) = ~,(~) .1 An acceptor 
D-  (K1 , /1 ,3 ,  % ,F)  is ultradeterministic f it satisfies two conditions: 
(1) if 3(q, a, 7) :/: ;~, a e 271 w {e}, then 3(q, a, 7) contains one element and 
~(q, a, 7') ---- ;~ for 7' :/: 7, and (2) if 3(q, e, 7) :/: ~ ,  then 3(q, a, 7') = ;~ 
for all a e 271 and all 7' (including 7). It is ultrarealtime if it is ultradeter- 
ministic and 3(q, e, 7)----- ;~ everywhere. If  a language is quasirealtime 
(deterministic, ultradeterministic, ultrarealtime) in ~D,  it is quasirealtime 
(deterministic, ultradeterministie, ultrarealtime) in ~ (Lemma 2.1). Thus 
~D certainly satisfies our minimal condition to be a restriction of ~ .  
Two languages L 1 and L 2 are equivalent if ~-(L1) = ~(L2). The major 
result of Section 3 is that a language is characteristic if and only if it is 
equivalent to some ultrarealtime language (Theorem 3.1). 
In Section 4, examination of the closure properties of the ultrarealtime 
languages leads to the definition of the almost ultrarealtime languages. An 
acceptor D = ( / /71, /1,5,  q0, F) is final state complete if 3(f, a, 7) = ;~ for 
all 7, all faF  and all a a271 u {e}. A language L is almost ultrarealtime if 
there is an endmarker c and an acceptor D such that Lc ~ L(D) and D is 
ultradeterministic and final state complete. The almost uhrareahime languages 
form an AFDL  in the sense of (Chandler, 1969), (Theorem 4.1). The results 
of Section 4 show that if ~ is a finitely encoded AFA, and L~ is the natural 
generator of ~*(~) ,  then ~'a(L~), i.e., the least AFDL  containing L~,  is 
1 We let e denote the empty tape. 
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the family of almost ultrarealtime languages. Thus AFDLs are naturally 
connected to almost ultrarealtime (rather than deterministic) languages just 
as AFLs are related to quasirealtime languages. 
A language L is d-characteristic for an AFA 9 if there is an acceptor D 
such that L = L(D) and ~a(L) is the family of almost ultrarealtime languages 
in 9 D . Two languages L 1 and L 2 are d-equivalent if Ja(L1) = ~a(Le). The 
major result of Section 4 is that a language is d-characteristic f and only 
if it is d-equivalent to some ultrarealtime language if and only if it is almost 
ukrarealtime (Theorem 4.2). In the case of pushdown store automata, the 
family of almost ultrarealtime languages is the least AFDL  containing the 
one-sided cancelling language on two letters (Theorem 4.3). 
In Section 5 we examine some context-free languages that are not charac- 
teristic for the pushdown store AFA. I f  L is characteristic for the pushdown 
store AFA, then o~(L) contains {a~b~ln >/ 1} (Theorem 5.1). Hence 
L = {a**b~c l n =/= m} is an example of a deterministic ontext-free language 
that is not characteristic and afort ior i  not a member of the least AFDL  
containing the natural generator of the pushdown store languages. 
In the second half of Section 5 we weaken the definition of "charac- 
teristic." A language L is characteristic for 9 if and only if there is an AFA 
9 '  such that 5 (L  U {e})= ~°t (9 ' )C  ~q°~(9) and all languages almost 
ultrarealtime in 9 '  are almost ultrarealtime in 9 (Theorem 5.2). In our 
original condition for "restriction" we asked only that languages deter- 
ministic in 9 '  be already deterministic in ~.  We use this condition to define 
weak characteristic: L is weak characteristic for 9 if there is an AFA N'  
such that ~-(L t3 {e}) = ~°t(9')  _C ~°t(9) and languages deterministic n ~'  are 
deterministic in ~ (Definition 5.2). Clearly a language is weak characteristic k 
if and only if it is equivalent o some deterministic language (Theorem 5.3). 
A language L is weak full characteristic for an AFA 9 if there is an AFA 9 '  
such that o~(L) = &o(~,)C ~(9)  and languages deterministic in ~ '  are 
deterministic n 9 .  I f L  is a weak full characteristic pushdown store language, 
eitherL is regular or there is an a-transducer M such that M(L) is a nonregular 
subset of a'b* (Theorem 5.4). I f  L = {anb~c k [ n ~ m or m =/= k}, the only 
subsets of a'b* contained in ~(L )  are regular. Hence L is a context-free 
language that is not a weak-full characteristic pushdown store language 
(Theorem 5.5). 
Thus the answer to our original questions is negative. There is an AFA 9 
such that ~°(9) contains subAFLs not definable by restrictions of 9 .  In 
particular, there is a context-free language L such that o~(L) cannot be 
defined by any restrictions on pushdown store machines in any reasonable 
sense of the term "restriction." 
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2. AFA RESTRICTIONS 
The theory developed in this paper depends on the AFA involved and 
is not AFA invariant. We shall use a definition of AFA somewhat different 
from that in (Greibach and Ginsburg, 1969a or b); this simplifies definitions 
and proofs without significantly affecting applicability. In this section we 
shall give definitions of AFA, the restricted AFA induced by a given 
acceptor, and characteristic languages and AFLs. We shall develop a few 
lemmas and corollaries useful in the sequel. We shall assume that we are 
dealing with a fixed infinite set 27 of terminal symbols and a fixed countably 
infinite set K of state symbols. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An AFL  is a family of languages containing at least 
one nonempty language and closed under union, concatenation, Kleene _[_,2 
nonerasing homomorphisms, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with 
regular sets. A full AFL  is an AFL closed under homomorphism. If L is a 
language, 3 J ( L ) (g (L ) )  is the least (full) AFL  containing L, ~(L) (~(L) )  
is (full) principal and L is a (full) generator of -Y(L)(~(L)). 
DEFINITION 2.2. An AFA scheme is a quadruple/2 = ( / ' , / , f ,  g) where 
(1) /" and I are abstract sets of symbols; 
(2) f is a function f rom/ ' *  × I in to / ' *  v) {¢}; 
(3) g is a function from _P* into F* t_) {¢} such that 
(a) for each 7 in F* there is a u, e I  such thatf(x,  u,) = x, whenever 
g(x)  = 7, 
(b) g(x) z e if and only if x = e, and 
(c) for each ue I  there is a finite set /~, CF  such that if xeF l *  , 
then f (x ,  u) ~ (1"1 u 2'~)*. 
Definition 2.2 differs from the definition in (Greibach and Ginsburg, 
1969a) mainly in that g is a function not a mapping; this definition includes 
most well-known AFAs. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An AFA is a pair (/2, 9 )  or ~ if /2 is understood, 
where .(2 = (P, I, f, g) is an AFA schema and ~ is the set of all quintuples 
D = (K1,271,8, q0, F), where 
2L+ = {wl "'" w. ] n ~> 1, wl eL}, andL* = L + u {e}, where e is the empty string. 
In this context, a language is, of course, a subset of a finitely generated submonoid 
of X*. 
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(1) K 1 C K, Z 1 C Z, q0 ~ K I ,  F C K1, and K~ and Z 1 are finite, and 
(2) 3 is a function from K 1 × (Z 1 u {e}) × F* into the finite subsets of 
K 1 × I such that the set 
GD = {Y I 5q, a, 8(q, a, 7) ¢ ~} 
is finite. 
I f  D = (K1, Z1,8,  qo, F) ~ ~,  we define a relation ~-- ,  or I " if D is 
understood, such that 
(q, w, x) ~-  (q, w, x) for all q ~ K1, w e ZI*, x e F* 
and 
(q, aw, x) ~D (q', W, x') if there is a u such that g(x) :/: 4", 
(q', u) ~ 8(q, a, g(x)), and x' = f(x, u). 
I f  (q, w, x) @ (q', w', x') and (q', w', x') ~ (q", w", x"), then we write 
(q,w,x)fl~-~ (q",w",x"). Then (q ,w,x)@(q ' ,w ' ,x ' )  if (q ,w,x )@ 
(q', w', x') for any k /> 0. Then L(D) = {w I 3f EF, (qo , w, e) @ (f, e, e)}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. ~q~(~) = {L(D) I D e ~}. 
We shall be concerned not primarily with ~(~)  but rather with certain 
subfamilies which we define below. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An automaton D = (/£1, Z1,3,  q0, F) is quasirealtime 
if there is an integer k such that (q, e, x) z ~ (q', e, x') implies n ~ k. D is 
deterministic if for all ), ~ GD, q a /£1,  8(q, e, 7) =/: q~ implies 3(q, a, 7) = q~ 
for all a ~ Za, and if for all a ~ Z 1 k3 {e}, #3(q, a, 7) ~ 1.4 D is ultradeter- 
ministic if D is deterministic and for each q ~ K1, 3(q, e, 7) =/= ~ implies 
3(q, a, 7') = • for all a E ~1, ~' ~ GD, and for each q 6 K 1 and b ~ Z 1 t.) {e}, 
there is at most one 7 s GD such that 3(q, b, y) =/= q~. D is realtime if it is 
deterministic and 3(q, e, 7) = q~ for all q and 7; D is ultrarealtime if it is 
ultradeterministic and reakime. A language L is quasirealtime (respectively, 
deterministic, ultradeterministic, realtime, ultrarealtime) if L = L(D) for 
some D which is quasirealtime (respectively, deterministic, ultradeterministic, 
realtime, ultrarealtime). ~(~)  = {L ~ ~(~)  [L is quasirealtime}. 
A language is quasirealtime, deterministic or ultradeterministic only with 
respect o a particular AFA. The definition of deterministic given here does 
4 #A is the cardinality of A. 
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not yield the deterministic context-flee languages when applied to pushdown 
store automata. However, L is deterministic ontext-free in the usual sense 
(Ginsburg and Greibach, 1966) if and only if Lc is deterministic in this 
sense for c new; this is close enough for our purposes. S (~)  is a full AFL 
and ~t (~)  is an AFL (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969a). 
We shall be concerned with the AFA induced by a particular automaton D
as a restriction of ~ .  The resulting family of languages will depend strongly 
upon D and ~ rather than on L(D) and either ~t (~)  or 5f(~).  
DEFINITION 2.6. Let (f2, ~)  be an AFA and let D c~,  with zQ = 
(P , I , f ,g )  and D = (K1,2Jr ,  3, q0 ,F), K 1 n F = ¢. The restriction of 
induced by D is the AFA (DD, ~D), where g?D = (I'D, I v , fD ,  gD) and 
(1) G = I '~  x l ,  
(2) s = {o, 1} w {(q', u) 13u, a, 7, (q', ") ~ ~(e, a, r)}, 
(3) gD(qz) = qg(z), q ~ K1, z ~ 1"*, g(z) ~ Go,  go(e) = e and go(z) : 
elsewhere, 
(4) fD(x, O) = X for all x, fo(e, 1) = qo , fD(q x, (q', U)) = q'f(x, U) if 
g(x) va ¢ and (q', u) E 8(q, a,g(x) for some a ~ Z 1 u {e}, fD(q , 1) = e if q~F 
andfe(X , u) = ¢ elsewhere. 
The crucial part of our definition lies in the condition f(qx, (q', u)) = 
q'f(x, u) if (q', u) ~ 3(q, a, g(x)). This forces any automaton of ~o  to follow 
the rule sequence of D, generally with other input, deviating only to apply 
the identity rule 0, which satisfies 3(a) of Definition 2.2. The instruction 1 
serves both as a means of going into and out of null storage and insuring 
that a word could be accepted only after imitating an accepting computation 
of D. 
We wish to establish first that we have indeed defined a restricted version 
of ~ rather than a new AFA. That is, not only do we have ~(~D)  _C ~(~)  
and ~(~, )  _C 5¢*(~), but any language belonging to a special family in ~D 
did so in ~,  although the converse is in general not true. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~ be an AFA,  D E ~,  and let ~9 be the restriction of ~ 
induced by D. For D 1 ~ ~9 we can find Dz ~ ~ such that 
(1) L(Dx) = L(D2), 
(2) I f  D 1 is quasirealtime (respectively deterministic, ultradeterministic, 
realtime, ultrarealtime) then so is D 2 . 
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Pro@ Let D = (Ko, Zo, 8, qo,F), and D 1 = (/£1,271,81, po ,F0 -  For 
each 7 ~ Go k3 {e} let u~ satisfy 3(a) of Definition 2.2; that is, f(x, u~) ~ x 
if g(x) =y.  Let D2 = (K2 ,271 ,32 , (qo ,Po ,0 ) ,F2)  , where K 2 = 
K o × K 1 × {0, 1}, Fg. = {qo} × F1 × {0} and 3~ is defined as follows. We 
need only consider the following cases for (p' ,  v) ~ 31(p, a, z), since no other 
rules can actually be applied according to the definition of go  • 
If  (p ' ,  0) E 8~(p, a, e), then ((q, p',  0), us) ~ 32((q , p, 0), a, e) for all O) 
qE Ko. 
(2) 
8~((q, p, 
(3) 
(4) 
I f  (p',O)~81(p,a, qT) , q~Ko,  ),6GDW{e} then ((q,p', 1),u~)e 
1), a , r ) .  
I f  (p', 1) ~ 31(p, a, e), then ((q0 ,P',  1), ue) ~ 32((qo ,p, 0), a, e). 
I f  (p' ,  1) ~ 81( p, a, q) with q ~F, then ((qo ,P', 0), us) ~ 82((q,p, 1), a, e). 
(5) If  (p ' ,  (q', u)) ~ 81(p, a, qT) and (q', u) ~ 8(q, b, ),) for some b, then 
((q', p', 1), u) ~ 32((q , p, 1), a, 7). 
D 2 takes care of the restrictions of gD by using a variant of the standard 
cross-product construction with the states of D o . Thus D e imitates all 
accepting computations of D 1 and any computation of D 2 represents a 
computation of D1. Hence L(D1) = L(D2) and if D 1 is quasirealtime, so 
is D 2 . Furthermore, all state-input-storage configurations distinct in D 1 are 
distinct in D 2 ; hence if D 1 is deterministic or ultradeterministic or realtime 
or ultrarealtime so is D e . 
COROLLARY 1. I f  g is an AFA and go  is the restriction of g induced by 
D, then 5¢t(go) G ~t(g)  and ~(go)  C_ ~(g) .  
Clearly, we have L(D)e£C(gD); and if D is quasirealtime, then 
COROLLARY 2. ~(L(D))_C_C~(gD); and if D is quas#ealtime, then 
~-(L(D)) C ,5¢~(go). 
Ideally, we should like to have 5¢*(gD) ~ ,~(L(D)) in which case we 
should have a representation of L(D) by machines obtained as a restriction 
of g .  Since ~t (go)  always contains the empty string, this obviously cannot 
occur if D does not accept the empty string. This is not an important 
restriction; we can always add the set {e} (or any other regular set) to an 
AFL without affecting its structure. However, even if D accepts the empty 
string it still may not define a suitable restriction of g as the following 
lemma shows. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let ~ be an AFA and L ~ ~(~) .  I f  L contains e but is not a 
generator of ~(~) ,  then there is a D ~ ~ such that L = L(D); but if ~D is 
the restriction of ~ induced by D, then ~'qt(~D) ~ ~(L).  
Proof. Let D 1 ~ ~ and L = L(D1). Let L' e ~*(~)  --  Y(L). Let L' = 
L(De). We can assume that D 1 and D e have distinct state sets and put them 
together to obtain a device D in the following fashion. D has a new initial 
state which on e input goes either to the initial state of D 1 or to the initial 
state of D e . On the states of D 1 , D has the same transition function as D 1 . 
In D e , D reads only the empty string and imitates all the transitions of D 2 
but on empty input; that is, 8(p, e, z )= [,.)a~z2w{e}Se(p, a, z), where 3 is 
the transition function of D, and 8~ and L" e are the transition function and 
input vocabulary of D e . The final states of D are the final states of D 1 and D 2 . 
Clearly L(D) = L = L(D~) since the only thing D can accept while imitating 
D e is e which is already in L. On the other hand, ~D will clearly have a 
copy of D e embedded in it, and so L' ~ ~(~D)  - -  o~(L). 
We shall be interested in the very special class of languages uch that 
Y(L(D)) = ~-¢*(~). We shall call such languages characteristic for a given 
since we can characterize them by a restriction of ~.  
DEFINITION 2.7. Let ~ be an AFA. An automaton D ~ ~ is characteristic 
for ~ if £~t(~D) = ~'(L(D) u {e}). D is full characteristic for ~ if £¢(~D) = 
~(L(D)). A language L is (full) characteristic for ~ if L = L(D) for some D 
that is (full) characteristic for ~@. A subAFL £~ _C ~o(~) is (full) principal 
characteristic for ~ if ~o = ~(L ) (~ -= ~(L) )  for some (full) characteristic L. 
A subAFL £¢ _C ~,¢(~) is (full) characteristic for ~ if there is an index 
set A and for each s ~ A a (full) characteristic language L~ E ~o such that 
ze = .~({L~ I s  a A}) (~ = ~({Zo I s  E A})). 
COROLLARY. Every D in ~ is characteristic if and only if every D in 
is full characteristic if and only if ~iY(~) is the family of regular sets. 
Proof. Every regular set containing e generates the family of regular sets. 
On the other hand ~t (~)  always contains {e}, which generates the regular 
sets. 
DEFINITION 2.8. An AFA (~9', ~ ' ) ,  £2' = (F', I ' , f ' ,  g') is a subAFA of 
an AFA f2 = (/', I, f , g) if I" C_ 1", I' C_ I, if(x, u) = f (x, u) for x e P '*  and 
u a I '  and there is a set H _C/'* such that g'(x) = g(x) for x a / "*  if g(x) ~ H 
and g'(x) = ~ otherwise. 
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DEFINITION 2.9. An AFA (/2, 9) ,  ~ = (F , / , f ,  g) is finitely encoded if I 
and g(/'*) are finite. 
We show below that every subAFA generates a characteristic AFL and 
every finitely encoded subAFA generates a principal characteristic subAFL. 
COROLLARY. If ~'  is a subAFA of ~ then ~¢*(~') is characteristic; i f  9 '  
is a finitely encoded subAFA, ~(~' )  is principal characteristic. 
Proof. We show the result first for a finitely encoded subAFA. I f  9 '  is 
finitely encoded, then ~*(~' )  is principal; so ~t (~, )  = i f (L)  for some L 
(Ginsburg Greibach, 1969b). But then L must be characteristic, for if 
L = L(D) for D e 9 '  and D quasirealtime, then by Lemma 2.1, o~(L)C 
._Cft(~D' ) C .o~f*(~) = ~-(L). I f  9 '  is not finitely encoded, let A index all 
finitely encoded subAFAs of 9 '  and let L~ be a principal characteristic genera- 
tor of each finitely encoded ~ '  for a in A. Then ~(~' )  = ~-({L~ I a ~ A}), 
so cft(~,)  is characteristic. 
I f  ~D is a restriction of 9 ,  it is obviously finitely encoded and thus ~f*(~9) 
is a principal AFL. We shall see in the next section that every generator 
of ~cP*(~D) is characteristic. We can now show that a particular generator 
of ~ft(~9) is characteristic. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let (/2, 9 )  be an AFA, with Q = (1, I , f ,  g). For n ~ 1, 
x ~ F* and u 1 ,..., u~, Un+l ~I,  letFl(x, Ul) =f(x ,  ul) andF~+l(x, u1 ,..., Un+l) = 
f(F~(x,  u x ,..., u~), u~+l). Let g(F*) × I be a new vocabulary and let 
L~ = {e} L/{(71, ul) "" (Tn , u,) [ F ' (e,  u 1 ,..., u~) = e, Yx = e, 
and for 1 ~ i < n, g(Fi(e, u I ,..., ui)) = ~'i+I}- 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let (~2, 9 )  be an AFA with ~-- - - (1 ,  I , f ,g ) .  Let 
D e ~ with D = ( /£1 , /1 ,3 ,  q0, F1). For (q', u) in 3(q, a, y), let (q, ~,, q', u) 
be a new symbol, and let 
270 = {(q, r, q', u) I 3a ~ 271 k.) {e}, (q', u) E 3(q, a, 7)}- 
Let 
L ,  = (e} t3 {(qo, ~'1, q l ,  ul)(q~, ~'2, q2, us)""  (q,-a, ~ , ,  q•, u,) [ Yl 
= e, q~ e F1, F~(e, u~,..., u,~) = e, 
and for 1 ~ i < n, Yi+l = g(F*( e, ul ,..., ui))}. 
It is established in (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969b) that ~f* (~D)= 
~-(L~,). We show that ~'(LD) = Y (L~, ) .  
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THEOREM 2.1. Let ~ be an AFA and let D e ~.  Then L D is a characteristic 
generator of ~(~) .  
Proof. We know that ~a~(~)  = ~,~(L~a). First we show thatL~o ef f (Lv) .  
Let D = (K1,271,8, q0,/'~). 
Let Zo be defined as in Definition 2.10. Let z be the e-free regular sub- 
stitution a defined on 27D by 
Let 
~((~, r ,  ~ , u)) (qr,  * ' ' = o) (qr, (q ,  u)). 
Then L 1 e ~-(LD). We claim that 
L~. = (L1 • ((e, 0)))*. 
Then, certainly (e, 0) eL~D.  First, if h((q, 7, q', u)) = (qT, (q', u)) and 
w eZ,  +, then, certainly, w cLD if and only if w = w'(q, •,f, u) for some 
feF '  and (e, 1) h(w)(f, 1) ~L~D. Secondly, if xy eL~D , then x(qr, O)y eL~ D 
if and only if either y = (qy, 0)y' or y = (q~,, (q', u))y' or ~, = e, q eF  1 and 
y = (q, 1)y'. Thus L 1 k) {(e, 0)} _CL~D. Also, L~o = (L~)* .  Thus L~D --= 
(L 1 k) {(e, 0)})*. Hence L2D e ff(LD). 
In particular, S~*(~v)_Cff(LD). Let D = (K1,27o, ~, q0,F1), where 
~(q, (q, r, q', u), ~,) ~-- {(q', u)} if there is an a such that (q', u) e $(q, a, r), 
and ~ = ~ elsewhere. Clearly, L D ~-L(D) and ~z~ is identical with ~,  
(Fb = / 'D,  Ix5 = Iv ,  fD = fD and gD = gD). Hence we have o~-(LD) _C 
~(~)  = ~, (~)  _c ~(L.). 
Thus L D is a characteristic generator for ~°~(~D). 
By contrast with Lemma 2.2, we have the one below, which shows how 
machine dependent the theory is. 
COROLLARY. I f  ~ is an AFL  containing {e} there is an AFA ~ with 
c:  = ~(~)  such that every language is characteristic. 
Proof. The AFA defined in Section 4 of (Ginsburg and Greibach, 1969a) 
has this property. Namely, let A be an index set for ~;  assume that 
AnZ=~,  where Z is our supervocabulary. Let Y'----Z and I=  
5 A subst i tu t ion  r is a mapp ing  tak ing  a c Z 1 into a language,  z(a), def ined on 
271" by  r (a  1 "'" a,~)~ "r(al)"'" 7(a~),a l  .... , a~e ~l  and def ined on L C_C_ZI* by 
T(L) = Q)~ez. r(w). Then  z is a regular subst i tu t ion  i f  r(a) is regular ,  for all a e Z1,  
and  is e-free i f  e ¢; ~-(a) for all a e Z i . 
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X k3 (e} t,3 A, g(e) = e, g(w, Z) = Z for Z ~ 1", f (w,  e) = w, f (w,  Z) = wZ 
for Z~I ' ,  f (w ,o  0 = e if seA  and w~L~,  and let f (w ,a )  be undefined 
if a ~ A and w q!L~. Then c~ = ~o,(~) by Theorem 4.3 of (Greibach and 
Ginsburg, 1969@ The same proof shows that if ~ is the subAFA formed 
by restricting I to I~ = 27 k) {e, ~}, then 5qt(~)  = ~(L~ u {e}), so that L is 
characteristic. 
Clearly, a characteristic language is full characteristic since o~(~-(L)) = 
o~(L) and o~(~oc~*(~D) ) = ~C¢(~D). But we shall see in Section 5 that there 
are full characteristic languages, even context-free languages, that are not 
characteristic. In the next section we shall see that a subAFL that is 
characteristic and principal must be principal characteristic and that if any 
generator of a subAFL is characteristic, so are all generators. We need one 
more definition in order to state the main result of the next section. 
DEFINITION 2.12. Languages L 1 and L 2 are equivalent if o~(L1) = o~(Le). 
The main result of the next section is the equivalence of ultrarealtime 
and characteristic languages: A language is characteristic f and only if it is 
equivalent to some ultrareahime language. 
3. CHARACTERISTIC LANGUAGES 
In this section we prove that a language is characteristic f and only if 
it is equivalent o some ultrarealtime language. We do this in three steps. 
First we show that if L is ultrarealtime, it is characteristic; simultaneously 
we show that every AFL  defined by an AFA restriction has a particular 
ultrarealtime generator; finally we establish that if any generator of an AFL  
is characteristic, all generators are characteristic. 
The next lemma is the main technical emma of this section. We saw in 
Theorem 2.1 that ~(~D)  = ~-(LD). We shall show that if D is ultrarealtime, 
then LD e ~(L (D)  u {e}). Thus ~*(~D) = ~'(LD) = ~'(L(D) U {e}) and 
L(D) is characteristic. First we establish a stronger esult which we need 
in the next section. 
We show that L D E ~(L (D)  w {e}) for a somewhat larger family than the 
family of ultrareahime acceptors. We need some further definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An acceptor D = (K1, ~1, ~, qo,F) is final state 
complete if for all f~F ,  all a ~ I 1 • {e} and all 7 ~ GD, ~(f, a, 7) = 4. 
We observe that if D is ultradeterministic and final state complete, then 
there is an acceptor D' that is quasirealtime, ultradeterministic and filial state 
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complete such that L(D) = L(D').  For  if D has h states and (q, e ,y)  l o 
(q', e, y ' )  at least one state must  reappear and since D is ultradeterminist ic 
it is in an unbreakable loop and can never read a new input;  since it is final 
state complete, it can never reach a final state. Hence we can construct D' by 
restict ing D to a max imum of k - -  1 e-rules in a row. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ~ be an AFA and let D ~ ~ be ultradeterministic and 
f inal state complete. Then there is a homomorphism h and a regular set R such 
that LD = h- I (L(D) u {e}) c~ R. 
Proof. Let  D = (K1,  Z' I ,  31, %,F1) .  Let  
z~ = {(q, 7, q', u) l ~a, (q', u) ~ ~l(q, a, ?)}. 
We defined LD _C lo*  in Section 2 by 
L~ = {e} (A {(%, 71, ql ,  Ul)(ql,  ?z ,  u2) "" (qn-1,  ?n , qn , Un) I 71 "= e, qn ~F1,  
e = F'~(e, ul , . . .  , un) and ?~+1 --- g(F~( e, ul , . . . ,  ui)) for 1 ~< i < n}. 
Let  h((q, ~, q', u)) = a, where ~l(q, a, ?) = {(q', u)}. I f  there is more than 
one such a c I 1 k9 {e}, select any one. Let  R be the regular subset of I s *  
defined by 
R = {e} W {(q0,71, ql ,  ul)(ql, 7s, q2, us)""  (qn-1, ~',~, qn, u,d I 71 = e, % eF1). 
We claim that Lz) ~-- h- I (L(D) u {e}) n R. Clearly e is in 
LD C~ h- I (L(D) V {e}) c~ R 
and LD-CR.  I f  w =(%,? l ,q l ,u l ) ' " (qn_ l , ?n ,qn ,un)  is in LD and 
h(w) = a i "" a~, then ? i  = e, Fn(e, u i ,..., un) = e, qn ~F i  and ?~+i = 
g(Fi(e, ul ,..., ui)) for 1 <~ i < n, and 8i(q~_l, a~, 7~) = {(q~, ui)} for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
By definition of L(D), al "'" an ~ L(D), and so w e h-I(L(D)).  
On the other hand, let h(w) ~L(D)  for w E R - -  {e}. Then  
w = (q0,71,  q~,u l ) " "  (qn-~, 7n,  qn, un) and h(w) = a l . . .  an,  
where 71 = e, q, ~ F I  and ~l(qi-~, a , ,  7~) T.. {(q~' ui)} for 1 ~< i ~ n. Since 
1; 1 ~'~ n -1  al "'" an ~L(D) ,  hen (qo, al "'" an,  xo) ~-  (P l ,  as "'" an,  xl) ~- - " "  ~- -  
(Pn-1, an, in - l )  ~ (Pn,  e, in) for appropr iate strings Xo, x 1 . . . . .  X n E F , 
x o = e, states Pl ..... pn and integers l1 ..... In e {0, 1} with li = 1 if a~ =/= e. 
In particular, ~l(qo, a l ,  e) = {(ql, Ul)}; S°px = q l , /1  = 1 and x 1 =f (e ,  ul), 
since D is deterministic. Similarly, ~ I (P l ,  as ,  7s) = {(qz, us)}. Since D is 
ultradeterminist ic,  ~1(Pl, as ,  ?) = 25 for all 7 @ 72 and if as ----- e, then 
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81(pl, a, y) = ~ for all a =/= as and all ~ e G D . In either case 31(pl , a2,7~) = 
{(q~, us) } is the only instruction applicable at this step. Hence we must have 
~ : g(xl), x2 : f (x l ,  us), Ps : q2 and l 2 : 1. Repeating this argument 
for all i, we can show that qi = Pi ,  7i = g(x,-1), xi : f (x i ,  ui) and li = 1 
for 1 ~< i ~ n. Thus 7,+1 = g(F*( e, ul ,..., u,)) for 1 ~<i <n.  Sincep, = q, EF~ 
and D is final state complete, (Pn, e, x,) represents a blocked configuration. 
Since a 1 ." a~ eL(D),  Fn(e, u 1 ,..., u~) = x~ = e. Hence w ~LD, whence we 
obtain the desired conclusion. 
We observe that the hypothesis that D is final state complete was used in 
the proof of Lemma 3,1 in only one place. In showing that h-I(L(D) k) {e})t3 
R __CL D we had to assert that if a I " "  a~ eL(D)  and (q0 al " ' "  a~ e) t* 
(p,,, e, x,) andp~ is final, then x~ = e and no further computation is possible. 
I f  D is realtime, then 3I(P~, e, ~,) = 2~ always; so the statement is still true. 
Hence Lemma 3.1 holds for D t~ltrarealtime. 
COROLLARY. If D is ultrarealtime, then there is a homomorphism h and a 
regular set R such that L ,  = h-I(L(D) w {e}) n R. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 9 be an AFA and let D ~ ~.  I f  D is ultrarealtime, then 
L( D ) is characteristic. 
Proof. We saw in Theorem 2.1 that ~(LD) = &°*(~9). By Corollary 2 
of Lemma 2.1, o~(r(D) t3 {e}) _C_C ~q't(gD). By the previous lemma, ~zat(~D) = 
o~-(Le) C_ ~'(L(D) W {e}). Hence o~(L(D) w {e}) = dF*(~D), and so L(D) is 
characteristic. 
COROLLARY. If L is ultrarealtime, L is full characteristic. 
Proof. A characteristic language is also full characteristic. 
We observe that the language LD is ultrarealtime. We use this to establish 
a sort of transitivity lemma: A restriction of a restriction is a restriction. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 9 be an AFA.  Let D e 9 and let 91 be the restriction of 
9 induced by D. Let D 1 ~ 91 and let 9 2 be the restriction of 91 induced by D 1 . 
Then there is a Dz ~ 9 such that L(D1) =- L(D2) and if  9~ is the restriction 
of 9 induced by D2, then .W~(9~) = £ft(92). 
Proof. We can define a language L91 with respect o D 1 and 91 in the 
spirit of Definition 2.11. Then the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that Lo1 is 
ultrareahime in 91 and thus, by Lemma 2.1, L91 is ultrarealtime in 9 .  
Let D 1 = (//71,2:1,31 , qo, F1) ~ 91-  There is an ultrarealtime acceptor 
/~1 = (K1,272,3z, Po, Fs) in 9 with LD1 = L(D1) and such that Po appears 
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only initially (i.e. 32(p, a, 7) --~ {(P', u)} implies p'  :# P0). As we saw, 272 
contains symbols of the form (q, y, q', u), where (q', u) ~ 31(q, a, 7') for some 
a E Z' 1 U {e}. Thus if ~- is the regular substitution, 
-r((q, 7, q', u)) = {a I (q', u) ~ 81(q, a, 7')}, 
then the usual arguments show that L(Da)U {e} = "r(LD). Let D 2 = 
(Ke ,2 : l ,8~,Po ,F~)  be in ~,  where ~ is defined by 3~(s, a, 7 ' )=  
U~e,(~) 3~(s, b, 7') for a ~ X 1 v {e} and F a = (F~ --  {Po}) w {Po ] e in L(D1) }. 
Clearly L(De) w {e} = ~-(L(D1) ) -- ~-(LD) ~ L(D1) W {e}, and L(D2) ~ L(Da). 
Let ~a = ~.  Obviously, ~ and ~D~ are identical. 
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, sinceLol is ultrarealtime for ~x and ~,  5¢~(N~) = 
~(LD)  = ~qm(~D) ----- ~(~3)  as desired. 
Finally, we show that if L is characteristic, all generators of ~(L )  are 
characteristic. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  L 1 is characteristic for ~ and ~(L1) ~ ~-(L2), then L~ is 
characteristic for ~.  
Proof. Since L 1 is characteristic, L 1 = L(D1) for some D 1 ~ ~ such that 
~(L  1 u {e)) = ~t (~o l  ). Now L 2 E ~(L1) , so L 2 ----- L(D2) for some quasireal- 
time D 2 ~ ~o~ • Let -@2 be the restriction of ~D1 induced by D2 • We have 
~(L~ w {e}) C ~(~2)  __C ~(~o~)  ~- J ( L~ w {e}) ~- -~(L 2 u {e}). Hence 
o~(L~ U {e}) = ~*(~) .  By Lemma 3.3 there is a D 3 ~ ~ such thatL 2 = L(Da) 
and .W*(~2) = 5¢t(~0,). Therefore, L 2 is characteristic. 
The lemmas above combine to yield the main theorem linking charac- 
teristic and ultrarealtime languages. 
THEOREM 3.1. A language is characteristic for an AFA if and only if it is 
equivalent to some language ultrarealtime for that AFA.  
Proof. I f  L is characteristic for ~ then there is a D ~ ~ such that 
L = L(D) and oWt(~o) = ~(L  • {e)). Then L D is ultrarealtime for ~ and 
~-(Lo) -~ ~t(~D) = ~(L  ~3 {e)). I f  L contains e, L is equivalent o L D ; 
otherwise, L is equivalent o Lo --  {e), which is clearly ultrarealtime. 
I f  L is ultrarealtime, it is characteristic by Lemma 3.2, and any language 
equivalent o L is characteristic by Lemma 3.4. 
We give some corollaries that show the usefulness of Theorem 3.1 in 
proving languages characteristic. 
COROLLARY. If ~ and ~ are principal characteristic subAFLs, then 
~(~ w c~2) is principal characteristic. 
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Proof. ~x and ~q¢~ have ultrarealtime generators, L1 and Lz respectively. 
Let c be new. Clearly L -~ L~ ~ cLz t3 (L~ n {e}) is ultrarealtime. Then L is 
characteristic and ff(~¢~ ~3 58~) = ~({L~, Lz}) = o~(L) (Ginsburg and 
Greibach, 1969a). 
COROLLARY. If ~/~ is characteristic and principal it is principal charac- 
teristic. 
Proof. Suppose ~¢ = i f (5: )  with each L ~ 5: characteristic. Since ~ is 
principal, there is some finite subfamily 50' ={L1,... ,Lr} such that 
r 
~L~ = ~(0o,)=~((j~=I.~-(L~)).  By the previous corollary, ~(5 : ' )  is 
principal characteristic. 
COROLLARY. I f  D ~ ~, any generator of ~t(~D) i3 characteristic. 
Proof. We saw in Theorem 2.1 that L D is an ultrarealtime generator of 
let(~D). Hence any generator of .~z°t(~D) is characteristic. 
COROLLARY. A subAFL ~ is principal characteristic if and only if it has 
an ultrarealtime generator. A subAFL ~q~ containing {e} is characteristic f and 
only if ~ = ~'(5:)  where 5: is the family of all ultrarealtime languages 
belonging to ~.  
We have the obvious analog of Theorem 3.1 for full characteristic 
languages. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ~ be an AFA.  A language L E ~(~)  is full charac- 
teristic i f  and only if there is some ultrarealtime language L 1 such that 
JT(L) -= ~(L1). 
Proof. First, let L be full characteristic. Then L = L(D), D e ~ and 
~(L )  = ~(~D). By the previous theorem, there is an ultrarealtime language 
L 1 such that 5¢t(~D) = ~(L1). Hence ~(L)  = ~°(~D) = ~(~%°t(~D) ) = 
:(L1). 
Now let ~(L )  = ~(L1) where L 1 is ultrareahime. Then L 1 = L(D) for 
some ultrarealtime acceptor D ~ ~. Since o~(L) = ~(L1) = ~(~D),  there 
is a D 1 e ~D such that L ~-L(D1). Let ~ '  = ~D.  Then by Lemma 2.1 
and its corollaries, ~'(L) _C ~(~1)  C ~¢~(~') = ~ce(~D) _= o~(L). Hence 
~(L )  ~-~(~1) .  By Lemma 3.3, there is an acceptor D2 e ~ such that 
L = L(Dx) = L(D2) and ,~t (~Dft )  = ..~t(~l)l). Thus  ~-~(~D2 ) ~--- ,~(~l ) l )  = 
,~(L); so L is full characteristic. 
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4. ALMOST ULTRAREALTIME LANGUAGES 
We now examine the closure properties of the ukrarealt ime languages. 
The ultrarealtime languages themselves have no interesting closure properties. 
However, they are equivalent, in a very strong sense, to a family of languages, 
the almost ultrarealtime languages, which form an AFDL  in the sense of 
(Chandler, 1969). 
First we need some definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let L I_CZi*  , L2_CZ2* and let c, d6Z lwZ 2 . Then 
cLi u dL 2 is a marked union of L i and L 2 and (Lic)* is a marked * of L i . 
I f  w e Z i*  , then La/w ~ {w i ] wlw eL}  is the right derivative of L i with 
respect to w and w\L 1 = {wi ]ww 1 eL1} is the left derivative of L 1 with 
respect o w. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An abstract family of deterministic languages (AFDL)  is 
a family of languages containing at least one nonempty  language and closed 
under  marked union, marked *, right derivative by a single symbol and 
inverse gsm. s I f  ~q~ is a family of languages, let ~a( f¢ )  be the least AFDL  
containing ~.  
Definit ion 4.2 is a variant of the definition in (Chandler, 1969) and is 
shown equivalent in that paper. The  version given here is more convenient 
for our purposes. 
DEFINITION 4.3. L i is d-equivalent to L~o if o~(L1) = ~(L2).  
It  is shown in (Chandler, 1969) that ~(L  L){e}) is the closure of ~(L )  
under  nonerasing homomorphism. Hence if L i is d-equivalent to L2, then 
L i L){e} is equivalent o L 2 L){e}. The  converse is not true; an example 
appears in (Chandler, 1969). 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let ~ be an AFA. A language L _CC Zi*  is almost ultra- 
realtime if there is a c6Z1 and a D e~ such that L(D) =Lc  and D is 
ultradeterministic and final state complete. ~-¢*au(~) = {L e ~(~)  ]L almost 
ultrarealtime}. 
A gsm is a sextuple M = (K i , 271 , A, 3, A, q0) where K 1 , 271 and A are finite sets, 
qo EK1 , 8 is a function from K i × 27 i into Ki and A is a function from K i × ~i 
into A*. We extend 8 and A to K i '×  271" by 3(q, e) = q, A(q, e) = e, and 3(q, xa) = 
8(~(q, x), a) and A(q, xa) ~ A(q, x) A(8(q, x), a) for x e 271" and a G Z i . When M(w) = 
A(q0, w), M(L) = {A(q0, w) ] w eL}, and M-i(L) = {w ] )t(qo, w) eL}. We call M 
a gsm mapping and M -i  an inverse gsm mapping. 
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We have already observed that an almost ultrareahime language is quasi- 
realtime, since if D is ultradeterministic and final state complete, L(D) is 
quasireahime, and the quasirealtime languages are closed under removal of 
endmarkers (Chandler, 1969). Thus ~u(~)C~*(~) ,  as the notation 
implies. A converse of sorts exists; if D is ultradeterministic and quasirealtime, 
L(D) is almost ultrarealtime. 
The endmarker in the definition of almost ultrarealtime is needed to 
yield closure under right derivative by a single symbol. Otherwise, the 
proofs in (Chandler, 1969) can be applied to ~(~)  without difficulty; 
we give the necessary result without proof. 
THEOREM 4.1. ~(~)  is an AFDL. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let ~ be an AFA and let D ~.  Then D is d- 
characteristic for ~ if ~'a(L(D)u{e))= W~(~D). A language L is 
d-characteristic for ~ ifL = L(D) for some d-characteristic automaton D e ~. 
Again, a d-characteristic language is obviously characteristic but the 
converse is not necessarily true. 
The major result of this section is the obvious analog of Theorem 3.1: 
A language is d-characteristic if and only if it is d-equivalent to some 
uhrarealtime language if and only if it is almost ultrarealtime. We shall 
apply this result o the usual pda representation f the context-free languages. 
To prove Theorem 4.2, we need a series of lemmas closely paralleling 
those in Section 3. We shall omit those proofs which are obvious variants 
of previous ones, and give in detail only those that are significantly different. 
In this section we shall use without further comment some of the closure 
properties of AFDLs proven in (Chandler, 1969): inverse homomorphism, 
intersection with regular sets, right and left derivatives, and concatenation 
by unit sets. 
First, we state without proof the analog of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ~ be an AF./I, let D ~ ~ and let ~ ,  be the restriction 
of ~ induced by D. Then 5¢~(~0) C 5P~(~). 
The next step is to prove that every almost ultrarealtime language is 
d-equivalent to some ultrarealtime language. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let ~ be an AFA and let L ~ ~¢~(~). Then L is d-equivalent 
to some ultrarealtime language. 
Proof. Let L C T*. By definition of almost ultrarealtime, there is a c 6 T 
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and a D 6 ~ such that D is final state complete and ultradeterministic 
and L(D)= Lc. Let L D and 279 be defined by Definition 2.11. Since 
~a(L) = o~a(Lc) and LD is ultrarealtime, it suffices to prove that o~a(Lc ) = 
o~a(LD). Let D = (/(1,271,3a, q0, F1)- 
By Lemma 3.1, o~a(LD)C o~a(Lc ). It remains, therefore, to show that 
Lc ~ o~a(LD). We shall construct a gsm M such that L(D) = M-I(LD) n T*c. 
Let KI' ={qEK l l3aeTw{c},  yEGD,  81(q,a, 7)=/=¢}, and K~= 
{q ~ K1 ] 37 ~ GD, 81(q, e, )') 4= ¢}. Since D is ultradeterministic, K 1' ~ K~ = ¢. 
We define a gsm M as follows: Let $ and d be new symbols. Let M = 
(/(1 u {d}, T k9 {c}, 27a, 5, ~, qo), where 3 and t are defined below. For ql e K1 
and a ~ T, if (ql , ) '1,  q2, gl), (q2, 72, q3, U2),'", (q~, Yn, q~+l, u~) ~ X D with 
~1(ql, a, 7~) = {(q3, gl)}, qi ~ K; t for 1 < i < n + 1, and q,+l 6 KI ' ,  let 
'~(ql, a) ----- (el, 71, q2 , ul)(q3, ,/3, q3 , u3) "" (q,~ , 7,~ , q,~+l , u,+l) and 8(ql, a) = 
qn+l. Since D is ultradeterministic, if such a sequence xists, it is unique. 
I f  no such sequence xists, let 3(ql, a) = d and h(ql, a) = $. 
For ql ~ K1, if (ql,) '1, q2, ul), (q2,72, Ca, u2),..., (qn, 7,~,f, u~) E 27D, 
with 81(ql , c, 7~) ----- {(qz, ul)}, f s F1, and q~ 6 K~ for 1 < i < n -~ 1, then 
let h(ql, c) = (ql,) '1, q2, ul)(q2,73, q3, u3)"'  (qn, 7n ,f, un), and ~(ql, c) = f. 
Since D is final state complete and ultradeterministic, if such a sequence 
exists it is unique. I f  no such sequence xists, let 3(ql, c) = d and 1(ql, a) = $. 
Let 3(d, a) = 3(d, c) = d and A(d, a) = A(d, c) = $ for a ~ T. Clearly d is 
a dead state and $ is a dummy symbol which can never map into L D . 
We claim that L(D) = M-I(LD) C~ T*c. I f  w ~ T*c and M(w) ~ 2v*,  then 
M(w) represents the schema of an alleged accepting computation of D on w. 
Since D is ultradeterministic and final state complete, the symbols of M(w) 
represent he only possible sequence of instructions D could apply to w 
to get from q0 to a state o f f  1 . Thus M(w) will represent an actual accepting 
computation of D on w, if and only if M(w) ~LD.  Moreover, if w eL(D),  
M(w) must be in 27D* (no $'s) or else the computation of D on w would 
block (at the point where $ appears). Hence L(D)= M- I (Lo)n  T*c as 
desired. 
Lemma 4.2 tells us in effect that we need only study the behaviour of the 
languages Lo in order to study the almost ultrarealtime languages. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let ~ be an AFA,  let D ~ ~ and D ~ ~D • ThenLo ~ o~a(LD). 
Proof. Let D = (Ka, Z'l,  31, qo, Fa) and le t / )  = (/(2,273,83, Po, F3). 
Let Z' D = {(q, )', q', u) f 3a, (q', u) e 3a(q, a, 7)}, then L D C ZD*. Let 
T O = {(p, e, p' ,  0) I ~a, (p', 0) e 33(p, a, e)}, 
T1 = {(P, qT, P', O) I q e K1, 7, ~ GD , 3a, (p', O) ~ 32(p, a, q)')}, 
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Te = {(p, qT, P', (q', u)) [ (q, 7, q', u) ~ Z'D, 3a, (p', (q', u)) ~ 3e(p, a, qT)}, 
C 1 ---- {(p, e, p', 1) I 3a, (p', 1) ~ 3~(p, a, e)}, 
and 
C2 = {(P,f, P', 1) I f~F1,3a ,  (p', 1) ~ 3~(p, a,f)}. 
ThenL3 C To*(CI(T 1 u T~)* C2To*)*. 
Let q ,  c 2 and $ be new symbols and let L = (ClLDQ)*$. Clearly 
L e ~(LD)  and L D e ~(LD$ ) so it suffices to construct a gsm M such that 
M-I(L) = L~)$. 
Let h be the homomorphism defined by h((p, qT, P', (q', u))) = (q, 7, q', u), 
h (z )=q fo rz6C l ,h (z )  =c~ fo rz~C2,  andh(z)  =efor  z~T 0UT 1. 
I fw = Yl a w'by2 ~L9,  a ~ (21, b ~ C 2 and w' E (T1 u 7"2)* , then by definition 
of ~D,  LD and L~,  h(w' )~L o . Thus h(L9)C_ (qLoc2)*. We use this in 
constructing a gsm M such that M(L9$) = h(Lg)$ C_ L. 
Let a be a new symbol and let K a = Ks × (K1 ~/{a}) × (Go u {a, e}). 
Let ¢ be a new symbol, let Z ' z~=T oUT 1UT2UC 1UC2,  and let 
M = (Ks,  27 D u {$}, Z' D u {q,  c~, ¢, $}, 8, A, (P0, ~, a)), where 3 and 3, are 
defined below. 
(1) For (p, qT, P', (q', u)) e T~, let 
3((p, q, ~), (p, qT, P', (q', u))) = ~((p, q, 7), (P, qT, P', (q', u))) = (p', q', o~) 
and 
),((P, q, a), (P, qT, P', (q', u))) = A((p, q, 7), (P, qT', P', (q', u))) = (q, 7, q', u). 
(2) For (p, qT, P', 0) e 7'1, let 
~((p, q, ~), (p, q~,, p', o)) = ~((p, q, ~,), (p, qT, p', o)) = (p', q, 7) 
and 
and 
~((p, q, ~), (p, qT, F ,  o)) = ~((p, q, ~), (p, qT, p', o)) = ,. 
(3) For (p, e, p', 1) ~ C 1 , let 
3((p, ~, ~), (p, e, p', 1)) = (p', qo, e) 
A((p, ~, ~), (p, e, p', 1)) --- cl. 
(4) For (p , f ,p ' ,  1) ~ C2, let 
8((p,f ,  e), (p , f ,p ' ,  1)) = 8((p,f, ~), (p , f ,p ' ,  1)) (p', o~, o,), 
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and 
and 
~t((p,f, e), (p , f ,p ' ,  1)) ---- ,~((p,f, ~x), (p , f ,p ' ,  1)) = c~. 
(5) For (p, e, p',  0) ~ To, let 
~((p, ~, ~), (p, e, p', 0)) = (p', ~, ~) 
,~((p, ~, o~), (p, e, p', 0)) = e. 
(6) For f~F2,  let 3((f, ~, ~), $) = (f, a, c~) and ;~((f, ~, ~), $) = $. 
(7) For all combinations not specified above, let 8(t, z )= t and 
A(t, z) = ¢; this represents a blocking situation in which M cannot map 
into L. 
As we mentioned above, we clearly have M(Lo$ ) = h(Lo)$ C L, so 
LoS _C_C M-I(L). On the other hand, the rules of M follow the state structure 
o f / ) ,  blocking (giving output ¢) whenever it is violated. Consider w ~ Z'o+ 
with M(w$) ~LD.  Then w must have the form: 
(Po , ~'1, P l  , uO(p l  , ~,~ , p~ , u~) .. .  (P . -1 ,  r .  , P .  , u . ) ,  
with (Pi ,  ui) ~ 8z(Pi-1, a i ,  ;v,) for same ai for each i. The rules (6) and (7) 
ensure that Pn ~F~. The rules (5) follow the structure o f /9  exactly and 
ensure that any substring in To* will be a substring of some word in L o . 
Consider a substring (p l ,  e, P2,1)y (Pa, f, P4,1)  of w with y in (T 1 L) T~)*. 
By the rules in (4), fEF  1. M must enter y in state (P2,q0,e)  and 
h((p~, qo, e),y) = h(y).  Lety  = (sl, 71, $2, Ul) "'" ($n, 7n, $n+l ,  Un)" We can 
show by induction that 7i+1 =gD(FDi(qo, Ul,..., ui)) andFD~(q0, ul ,..., u~) =f .  
Now 71 = e by rule types (1) and (2). The point is that ifh((si, 7i, si+l, ui)) = 
(q, ~7/, q', ui), then Yi = qYi, ui = (q', ui), and membership of h(y) in LD 
forces Yi = gD(Fg-~(qo , us ,..., u~-l)) as desired. If  h((si , yi , Si+l , u,)) = e, 
then u~ = 0. By the definition of 21//, one of two things must occur: there is 
a first l such that ui+~ ~ 0 or else u k = 0, i ~ k ~< n. In the first case, by the 
previous argument ui+, = (q', gi+z), 7i+z = q'fii+z and by the definition of 
M (particularly rule type (2)), 7~ ~ 7i+~ = go(Fih-l(qo, Ul ,..., ui-1)). 
In the second case, h((sk, 7~, Sk+l, uk)) = e for i ~ h ~ n and by the 
definition ofL D and rule types (2) and (4) of M, 3((P2, q0, e), y) = (Pa ,f ,  e) 
and so 7~- - - -Y~- I -  - -Y l  =f  =FD~(qo, Ul ,'-', Un)" Thus y is the 
appropriate substring o fL  O . 
Hence LoS -~ M- I (L )  as desired. 
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We put Lemmas 3.1, 4.2, and 4.3, and Theorem 4.1 together in the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let ~ be an AFA and let D ~ ~.  Then 
~a~(~v)  = ~(LD) ;  (1) 
(2) I f  D is ultradeterministic and final state complete, then £P~u(~D) = 
~a(L(D)). 
Proof. It  is obvious that L D is almost uhrarealtime in ~o,  so by 
Theorem 4.1, ~a(LD) t C_ 5~,u(~D). Let L i ~ ~°~u(~D). By the proof of 
Lemma 4.2, there is a D i ~ ~D such that o~a(Li) = ~'a(Lv~). By Lemma 4.3, 
LD~ ~ o~a(Lv). Hence ~a(Li) = ~a(LD~) C ~a(LD). In particular, L i ~ ~a(Lv). 
Thus 5f~u(~D) C ~a(LD) , whence the desired result. 
I f  D is ultradeterministic and final state complete, then L v ~ o~a(L(D)) 
by Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, L(D)~ ~,u(~D),  SO ~a(L(D))C 
£ft~(~o) ~- ~a(LD) C_ ~a(L(D)). 
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section, which parallels 
Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ~ be an AFA.  The following are equivalent for a 
language L ~ ~(~) :  
(1) L is d-characteristic for ~;  
(2) L is d-equivalent to some ultrarealtime language; 
(3) L is almost ultrarealtime. 
Proof. We shall show that (1) implies (2), (2) implies (3) and (3) implies 
(1). 
I f  L is d-characteristic for ~ ,  then there is a D ~ ~ such that L ~-L(D) 
and t ~o~fau(~O) = ~(L ) .  By Lemma 4.1, L is almost ultrarealtime with 
respect o ~.  By Lemma 4.2, L is d-equivalent to some almost ultrarealtime 
language. Hence (1) implies (2). 
Suppose o~a(L ) ---- ~a(L1) and L 1 is ultrarealtime. If  c is an endmarker 
for L1, clearly Lie is almost ultrarealtime. Thus L ~ ~a(L )= ~a(L1) 
o~a(Lic ) C .Sf~u(~); so L is almost ultrarealtime. Hence (2) implies (3). 
Let L be almost ultrarealtime. There is an endmarker c and an acceptor 
D 6 ~ such that Lc = L(D) and D is final state complete and uhradeter- 
ministic. By Lemma 4.4, ~f~(~D)  ---- ~a(L(D)) ~ ~a(Lc) ---- ~a(L). Let 
D ~ (/£1,271 ~3 {c}, 8, q0, F), where L _~ ZI* and c q~ 271 . Let D = 
(K i ,  271, ~, qo, F), where $(q, a, ~) = 3(q, a, ~) for a e Ix ,  and $(q, e, 7) = 
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~(q, e, 7) U ~(q, c, y). Clearly L(D) = L(D)/c = L and ~ is the same AFA 
as  ~D • Thus ~'a(L) = £¢~(~D)= £f*a~(~) and so L is d-characteristic 
for ~ .  Hence (3) implies (1). 
We use the results of this section and the preceeding section to describe 
the almost ultrarealtime context-free languages. By the pda representation 
of the context-free languages we mean the AFA schema g2 e defined below. 
DEFINITION 4.6. The pda AFA schema is the AFA schema ~2e = 
(F, I, f, g) where I = F*, g(e) = e, g(xA) = A , f  (e, y) = y, and f (xA, y) = xy 
for all A ~ F and x, y ~ F*. 
DEFINITION 4.7. For n ) 1, let T~ = {al ,..., an, a_l , . . . ,  a_~}, where all 
ai and a_j are distinct. Let P~ = {S-+ e, S--~ SS} u {S--+ aiSa_i I 1 ~ i ~ n}. 
Let G~ be the context-free grammar, 7 G~ = (T n u {S}, Tn, P~, S). The 
one-sided cancelling language on n letters is the language D~ = L(Gn). 
The terms "ultrarealtime," "characteristic," and so on, when applied to 
context-free languages will mean with respect o the AFA (~2p, ~p). The 
almost ultrarealtime context-free languages are the least AFDL  containing 
D 2 • 
THEOREM 4.3. ~-a(D2) = ~Sfa~(~p) , that is, the almost uhrarealtime pda 
languages are the least AFDL containing the one-sided cancelling language on 
two letters. 
Proof. Let ~ = ~p.  First we construct an ultradeterministic final state 
complete pda for D2c. Let M = ({Po, qo, ql, q2 , f},  T2 U {c}, 3, qo, {f}) 
where ~ is defined as follows. For i = 1, 2, ~(qo, ai ,  e) = {(Po, AID)}, 
3(po, at,  D) = {(P0, AID)}, 3(Po, a_t, D) = {(q~, e)}, and 3(qi, e, Ai) = 
{(P0, D)}. Finally, 3(q0, c, e) = 3(p0, c, D) = {(f, e)}. Then L(M) = D~c. 
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, ~(D2)  ~a(D~c) = = _c  
It remains to show that ~oq°*au(~) C t _ ~au(~M). As we have mentioned before, 
it suffices to show that ~'a(D2) contains the languages of the form L , .  I f  
h(a,) = ala~ial and h(a_i) = a la i 2a 1, for 1 ~< i ~< n, clearly D n = h-l(D~), 
so D~ ~ o~a(D2). Let M = (K1, I1 ,  ~1, so, F1) ~ ~P.  We can assume that 
for some n, G2~ C_ {a 1 .... , an)* , since the names of the pda storage symbols 
A context - f ree  grammar  is a quadrup le  G = (V, 11 , P, S)  where  V is a finite 
vocabulary ,  Z' 1 C V, S ~ V - -  l 1 and P is a finite set of rules of  the fo rm A -+ x, 
A E V - -  Z1 , x E 11" .  I f  A --~ x ~ P,  then wlAw ~ =~ wxxw 2 for  all w l ,  w2 ~ V*.  
We let ~ be the transit ive ref lexive c losure of ~ ,  and  l e tL (G)  = {x E "Y-'l* [ S ~ x}. 
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are unimportant. Let l~  = {(p, x, p', y) [ ~a, (p', y) ~ 31(p, a, x)}. Then 
LMC_I~*. Let h 1 be the homomorphism hl((p , a i ,p ' ,y ) )= a_iy for 
1 ~< i ~< n and hl((p , e ,p ' ,y ) )= cy and let R be the regular set: 
R ={e) w {(so,x~,s~,yl)(sDx2,s2,y~)'"(sm_ ~,x,~,s~,y~)l(s~_l,xi,si,yi) e l~ ,  
sm eFx}. The usual arguments how that L M = h[X((cD~) * ~ R and so 
L~ e ~a(D~) C ~a(D)2. Hence ~q~(~,)  = ~(D~) as desired. 
COROLLARY. o~a(D2) is not closed under union with regular sets. 
Proof. I f  M is a quasirealtime deterministic pushdown store automaton, 
L(M) C_ X2* , there is a k such that if M accepts wa, a ~ 12, the pushdown 
store contains at most k symbols after reading w. If  M accepts all of l 1. _C/2* , 
then the pushdown store cannot contain more than k symbols at. any point 
in its scan of any word o f /1" .  Thus its behavior on I i * ( I  ~ -- X1) can be 
simulated by a finite state automaton. Hence L(M)c~ l l * ( l  2 --11) is 
regular. Let L = D2d k) T2*. If L = L(M) for a quasirealtime deterministic 
pda M, then D~d and so D 2 would be regular, a contradiction. The family 
of quasirealtime deterministic pda languages is closed under removal of 
endmarkers. I f L is almost ultrarealtime, then Lc is quasireahime deter- 
ministic (since Lc = L(D) where D is uhradeterministic and final state 
complete and thus quasirealtime deterministic). Hence L is not almost 
ultrarealtime; and by Theorem 4.3, L ~ ~a(D2) although D2d ~ ~a(D2) and 
T2* is regular. 
This corollary gives an alternative proof of Chandler's result that union 
with regular sets is independent of AFDL operations (Chandler, 1969). 
COROLLARY. The almost ultrarealtime puskdown store languages are 
properly contained in the deterministic puskdown store languages. 
COROLLARY. ~a(D2) is properly contained in the family of deterministic 
puskdown store languages. 
In the next section we shall see that o~a(D2) is properly contained in the 
realtime pushdown store languages. 
Standard coding methods how that if D is a quasirealtime deterministic 
pda then L(D) is realtime and the reahime pda languages form an AFDL. 
The language D 2 dct.) {al, a2, a- l ,  a-2}*c in the previous corollary is 
deterministic but not realtime. In the next section we shall see a language 
that is realtime but not almost ultrarealtime. 
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5. UNCHARACTERISTIC CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
In this section we exhibit some context-free languages that are not 
characteristic for the usual pda representation. First we show that if L is an 
ultrarealtime pda language, then o~a(L) contains {a~b ~] n ~ 1}. From this we 
can conclude that {a~bmc ] n ~ m} is a deterministic pda language that is not 
full characteristic. This yields some corollaries: The least AFDL  containing 
D 2 is properly contained in the realtime pda languages; if L is a nonregular 
characteristic pda language, then ~(L )  contains a nonregular member of 
~a(Dz); the almost ultrarealtime pda languages and the ultradeterministic 
pda languages are incomparable. 
We then drastically weaken the definition of characteristic so that every 
deterministic language is weak characteristic and exhibit a context-free 
language that is not weak characteristic. 
First we establish a lemma concerning ultrarealtime pda languages. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let L be an ultrarealtime pda language. Then either L is 
regular or else ~a(L) contains {a"b" In >/ 1}. 
Proof. Let L = L(M) where M = (K, l i ,  ~, q0, F) is an ultrarealtime 
pda. Consider the contents of the pushdown store during accepting computa- 
tions of M. I f  the contents are bounded in length, then L is regular. 
I f  Ci,... , C~ are instantaneous descriptions., such that C~----Ci+i for 
1 ~ i<n,  andC i~( t~,z i ,~)w i th~?~efor l  < i<n,  writeC iI_* C~. 
That is, E _* denotes a computation with nonnull storage except perhaps at 
start or finish (C i or C~). 
Let n = #K -[- 1. A computation -repeats if it has a subpart: 
(q, v i ... %w', xA) ~ (q, w', xy i ... y~A), 
whereAEFand for 1 ~<i~<n,  
(q, v~ , A) @ (q, e, y~A) and v~ 56 e =/= y~. 
If  no accepting computation -repeats then the pushdown store contents 
are bounded in length for accepting computations. 
Thus if L is not regular, there are w eL, u, vi ,..., v~, &, fii ,...,/3~, ~7, 
x, yl , . . . ,y,~eI'* , AeF ,  Pi , - . . ,P ,+i ,  qeK,  and feF ,  such that w = 
uv 1 "" v,~&[3 i ".. [3~ for 1 ~< i ~< n, y~ 56 e =# vi ; and 
(q0, u, e), * (q, e, xA), 
• (q,&,A) l_* (P i ,e ,e) ,  
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(Pn+l,  T, x){ * (f, e, e,), 
(q, vi , A)  I _ * (q, e, y ,A) ,  
(P i ,  ft(n-i)+l, Yi) ~-  (Pi+l, e, e), for 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Since n > #K,  there are i, l such that Pi ~-Pi+z and l ~ 1. Let  
P = Pi = Pi+t, u ~--- Uv  I " ' "  73 i _1 ,  v = 73 i " ' "  "Ui+(l_l) , a = 73i+ ~ " '"  Vn~f t  I " '"  fti-1 , 
ft = fti "'" fti+~z-i), Y = Y,+t "'" ft,O 7, x = xy 1 "" Y i -1,  andy  ~- Yi "'" Yi+(z-1) • 
Then we have 
and 
(qo, u, e) l *_ (q, e, xA),  
(q, v, A) l * (q, e, yA), 
(q ,a ,A)  t *_ (p ,e ,e) ,  
(p, ft, y) t * (p, e, e), 
(p ,y ,x ){_*  ( f ,e ,e ) .  
Let  L 1 ~- L n uv+aft+y and let L 1' = {uv'aftry ] r ~ 1). 
NOW, 
(qo , uv~a'ft~7, e) , *_ (q, v*aft,y, xA)  @ (q, aft*7, xy*A) 
{ _ * (q, aft'y, x JA )  
~_ (P, ft'y, xyO 
_~-- (p, y, x) t _* (f,e,e), 
so L, '  _CL x . We wish to show that L 1 _CLI'. Consider w(r, s) = uvr~ft% 
Since M is deterministic,  we always have (qo, w(r, s), e) l _* (p, f t% xy O. 
First  let s <r .  Then  (q0 ,w( r , s ) ,e )z_*  (p, y, x(y)r-O • I f  (p,  y, X') l _* 
(p ' ,  e, e), we say Y erases x'. Since M is ultrarealt ime, Y can erase at most one 
store start ing from state p. Since Y erases x, it cannot erase x(y) ~-8, with 
y :~e  and r >s .  Hence w(r,s) 6L  1 for r >s .  
Similarly, if r < s, (qo , w(r, s), e) 1 _ * (q, o~ft*y, xy~A) 
, * (p, (ft)*-"r, x), 
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and since (fi)8-,y erases x(y) ~-~ it cannot erase x. Thus w(r, s)(~L 1 for 
r @sandL  I=L  1' ={w(r , r )  I r  >/ 1}. 
Let c, $ be new symbols and let M be the gsm: 
where all transitions not shown on the diagram have output $ and so cannot 
map into Llc. Let L 2 = M-I(Llc), L 3 = {arb r [ r ~ 1}, L~' = L~c. 
Clearly, L(  C_L2 Ca*b*c. On the other hand, for r ~ s, M(a*bSc)= 
uv*~fl*rc = w(r, s)c 6 Lff. Hence Lz _C Lz' so L 2 = r2'. Thus L 3 c o~a(Z~) _C 
~a(L~) _C ~a(L) and La E o~a(L ) as claimed. 
THEOREM 5.1. I lL  is a (full) characteristic pda language, then f f (L ) (~(L) )  
contains {a"b" [ n ~ 1}. 
Proof. I f  L is a (full) characteristic pda language, then there is an ultra- 
realtime pda language L 1 such that ~(L )  = ~(L1)(~'(L ) = ~(L1) ). By the 
preceding lemma, o~a(L1) contains {anb" In ~ 1}. 
Theorem 5.1 yields many simple uncharacteristic context-free languages. 
COROLLARY 1. The following context-free languages are not full charac- 
teristic for pdas and thus not described by any restriction on pushdown store 
machines: 
L1 = {a%~ I1 ~ n < m}, 
L~ = {a"b~c l 1 ~ m < n}, 
and 
L 3={a~b ~[n ,m~ 1, n@m}. 
COROLLARY 2. The family of realtime pda languages i incomparable with 
the family of characteristic pda languages. 
Proof. In Corollary 1, L 1 is realtime but not characteristic. 
Let L 4 = {wlcw~c ... wndk+l~"R~._k[n>/1, Wi ~ {a, b}+, 0 ~ k < n}, and 
L 4' ={wcw R ] w ~ {a, b}+}. Then L 4' is ultrarealtime, o~(L4) = o~(L4'); so L 4 
is characteristic, but not realtime (indeed, not even realtime definable by 
multitape Turing machines (Rosenberg, 1967). 
COROLLARY 3. The least AFDL containing D2 is properly contained in the 
realtime pda languages. 
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Proof. D 2 is realtime. One can use standard coding to show that the 
realtime pda languages form an AFDL.  Since D2 is almost ultrarealtime, 
any member of ~a(D2) is almost ultrarealtime and so characteristic. Thus 
this corollary is immediate from the previous one. 
COROLLARY 4. The families of almost ultrarealtime and of ultradeter- 
ministic pda languages are incomparable. 
Proof. The language L 2 of Corollary 1 is ultradeterministic but not 
characteristic and so not almost ultrarealtime. Let L 5 ~ {a~b m ] m ~ n + 1 
or m = n}. Then L 5 is almost ultrarealtime but not ultradeterministic. 
The definition of characteristic we have been using depends on our 
definition of AFA restriction. There were certain conditions that we 
considered necessary in order to call an AFA ~ '  a restriction of an AFA ~.  
First, ~¢(~') must be a subAFL of ~¢(~). Second, not only the total family 
.L~'(~') should be a subfamily of ~¢(~) but the different machine dependent 
subfamilies of ~(~' )  should belong to the corresponding subfamily of oW(~). 
That is, quasirealtime languages in ~ '  should be quasirealtime in ~ and 
so on. In Section 2 we selected a particular definition of AFA restriction, 
showed that it met our conditions and used it to define characteristic. Now 
we try something more general and use our conditions themselves as a 
weak definition of AFA restriction. In particular, we define a language L
as characteristic for ~ if ~'(L) is defined by an AFA meeting these conditions. 
We then show that even under this weakened efinition there are context-free 
languages which are not pda characteristic. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let ~ be an AFA. Let 5¢a(~)={L(D) ]D~,  
D deterministic). 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let ~ be an AFA. A language L is weak characteristic 
for ~ if there is an AFA ~ '  such that o~(L u {e}) = ~a,(~,) _C 5¢t(~) and 
~a(~, )  _C ~a(~) .  A language L is weak full characteristic f there is an AFA 
~ '  such that ~(L )  =- ~(~' ) ,  ~Pt(~') C ~,e*(~) and ~,ea(~,) C ~d(~) .  
A language is characteristic if and only if it is equivalent to an ultrarealtime 
language. Thus we have a definition of characteristic akin to Definition 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.2. L is characteristic for ~ if  and only if  there is an AFA ~ '  
such that ~(L  k.) {e}) = o,%°t(~ ') C ~ccpt(~) and ~q~au(~') C ~C#~au(~ ). 
Proof. If  L is characteristic, there is a D ~ ~ such that L = L(D) and 
o~(L ~9 {e)) = ~°t(~o). Then ~ '  = ~u has the required properties. 
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On the other hand, if ~-(L U {e}) = ~*(~' )  _C ~*(~) ,  by Theorem 3.1 
~(L  t3 {e}) = o~-(La) for some L~ e ~*au(~'). I f  £¢~au(~') C oLP~(~), then L I 
is almost ultrarealtime with respect to ~ and hence L 1 and L are charac- 
teristic for ~.  
Analogous to Theorem 5.2 we have the relationship between deterministic 
and weak characteristic languages. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let ~ be an AFA.  Let L ~ o,W~(~). Then L is weak charac- 
teristic if  and only if L is equivalent to some deterministic language. 
Proof. I f L  is weak characteristic, then ~,~(L W {e}) = £~vt(N,) _C ~(~)  for 
an AFA ~ '  such that c~oa(~,) C ~C~°a(~). Then ~' (L  W {e}) = ~ ' (~ ' )  = ~ ' ( r l )  
where L 1 is ultrarealtime and hence deterministic for ~ ' .  Thus L 1 is deter- 
ministic for ~ ,  and Y(L)  = J ( (L~ - -  {e}) w (L n {e})). 
On the other hand, let J ( L )  = ~-(L1) where L 1 is deterministic for ~;  
let ~ '  be the AFA given by the AFA schema (Z w {0}, 27 k3 {e, o~},f', g'), 
where 0, a are new; 
f ' (x ,a)  =xa ,  x~Z* ,  a~ZU{e};  
f ' (x,  c~) = x, if x ~L1, f ' (x,  a) = ~ elsewhere; 
g'(e) = e, and g'(x) = O, x ~ e. 
By the arguments in (Greibach, Ginsburg, 1969a), o~°*(~ ') = ff(L~ k9 {e}) = 
o~(L k3 {e}). Arguments similar to those in (Chandler, 1969) show that 
~e~(~') _c~(~) .  
COROLLARY. L is weak full characteristic if  and only if there is a deter- 
ministic language L 1 such that ~(L )  = g(L~). 
The corollary to Theorem 5.3 will give us a nonregular context-free 
language L that cannot be weak full characteristic because no nonregular 
member of ~(L )  is deterministic. To show this we use a crucial lemma 
due to R. Stearns (Stearns, 1967). 
DEFINITION 5.3. A languageL has property P2 if for all strings u, v, w, x, y, 
L t~ uv*wx*y is regular. 
LEMMA 5.2 (Stearns). I f  L is a deterministic pda language, L does not have 
property P~. 
Lemma 5.2 says that either a deterministic pda language is regular or else 
it has a nonregular intersection with some bounded regular set of dimension 
643/I8/I-7 
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two. It combines with Theorem 5.3 to yield the next result. First we need 
some more definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.4. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple M = (K1, l l ,  A, H, qo, F), 
where (1) K 1 , N x and A are finite sets of symbols, qo e/£1,  andF  _C/t21, and 
(2) H is  a finite subset o fK  a × 271" × A* × K x . For q, q' e K x and w e l l * ,  
let Au(q, w, q') ={y~ "" y~ 13(q, , w~ , y, , q~+a) e l l ,  1 <~ i <~ n, w = w~ ... w~ , 
qx = q, q-+l = q'}. Let M(w) = U1sr ~,M(qo, w, f )  and M(L) = {y  [ 3w eL,  
y e M(w)} for w e l l *  and L _C 271". 
DEFINITION 5.5. For a family of languages oL~ °, let 
dd(~)  = {M(L) ]L ~ ~,  M a-transducer}. 
I f  ~e = {L}, write J~(5¢) as d2(L). 
DEFINITION 5.6. Let XF 1 and XF~ be families of languages. Then 
~I~-W~ = {r(L) ]L e £'¢x, L __C 271" , ~- substitution, ~'(a) e £¢2, all a e 271}. 
DEFINITION 5.7. Let ~ be the family of regular languages. 
It was shown in (Ginsburg, Greibach, 1969a and 1969b) that if ~ is a 
nontrivial family of languages, then ~(X¢) = ~Od] (~) .  In particular, if 
L =/= Z, ~ ' (L )= ~$#/~(L). We use this fact in the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let L be a weak full characteristic pda language. Then either 
L is regular or else dd](L) contains a nonregular subset of a'b*. 
Proof. I f L  is a weak full characteristicpda language, then ~(L )  ---- ~(L i )  , 
where L 1 is some deterministic pda language. I f L  1 is regular, so is L. Thus 
if L is not regular, neither is L 1 . Hence there are strings u, v, w, x, y such 
that L 1 (7 uv*wx*y is not regular. Let M be the a-transducer below. 
ff~v/a ( f.~x/b 
Thus M(L 1 r7 uv*wx*y) = {a~b m [ uvnwxmy ELi}. I f  M(L 1 C7 uv*wx*y) 
is regular, so is L 1 ('~ uv*wx*y (Ginsburg, Spanier, 1954). Hence L2 = 
M(L 1 0 uv*wx*y) is a nonregular subset of a'b* contained in ~(L1) = o~(L). 
Now ~(L )  = ~&d/](L). Suppose L2 ---- ~-(R), where R _C l l * ,  R e ~,  and 
~- is a substitution such that ~-(c) e J ] (L)  for eaeh c e 271 . We can assume that 
for c e I1 ,  R n l l *c l l *  ~ ¢ (otherwise we could define ~' on l l  - -  {c} and 
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have L2 = 7'(R)). Hence for each c e Z 1 , T(c)C a'b* since T(R)_C a'b*. 
I f  each T(c) is regular, then L~ is regular. Hence ,(c) ~ J ] (L )  is a nonregular 
subset of a'b* for some c in 271- 
DEFINITION 5.8. An a-transducer M = (K1,271 , A, H, q0, F) is 1- 
bounded if H C K 1 × (271 U {e}) × (A u {e}) ×/£1 .  It is e-input free if 
H C_KI x XI+ x A* x K1. 
We use in the next theorem the fact that for any a-transducer M, one can 
find an a-transducer ~¢ such that _~r is 1-bounded and _/~(w) = M(w) for 
all inputs w (Greibach, Ginsburg, 1969b). 
Now we can give a specific language which is context-free but not a weak 
full characteristic pda language. 
TI~EOREM 5.5. Let 
L ~- {anbmc ~ ]n @ m or m ~: k}. 
Then L is context-free, but not a weak full characteristic pda language. 
Proof. L is clearly a nonregular context-free language. I f  L is weak full 
characteristic, then by Theorem 5.4 J ] (L )  contains a nonregular subset of 
a'b*. Thus there is an a-transducer M such that M(L)C_ a'b* and M(L) 
is not regular. Let M = (K1, {a, b, c}, {a, b}, H, q0, F). It suffices to show 
that M(L) is regular. 
We can assume that M is 1-bounded and that {w I M(w) :/: ~} C a*b*c*. 
I f  w ~ hu(q, y, q') we say that we have a path from q to q' with input y and 
output w. I f  q ~ q' the path is a cycle. I f  q = q0 and q' ~F  it is an accepting 
path. 
Now assume that M(L) is not regular. 
For each S C K a we can clearly find an a-transducer M s which imitates 
all and only accepting paths of M passing through all and only states of S. 
Then M(L) = Usc_~:l Ms(L)" I f  all the Ms(L ) are regular, then M(L) will be 
regular. Hence we can assume that M -~ MK 1 . 
Since M({a, b, c}*)_C a'b*, we can assume that for all p and w either 
AM(p, w, p) C a* or hM(p, w, p) C_ b*. Let Ks = {P E Kl l hM(p, w, p) C-- a*}, 
and Kb = {P ~/£1 { hm(P, w,p) C b*}. Let M imitate all and only those 
accepting paths of M which contain no cycle with input e and nonempty 
output. Then 
e 
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since we have assumed that M = MK1. Since each AM(p, e, p) is regular, 
M(L) will be regular if M(L) is regular. Hence we may as well assume that 
M = M, i.e. M permits at most #K empty inputs in a row. By slightly 
modifying M we can clearly assume that M is e-input free. 
We shall show that there is a n o such that for n >/no, M(a~bnc ~) C_ M(L). 
Then M(L) = M(a~oa*b~ob*cnoc *) k) M(L c~ {a~b~c ~ I n < n o or m < n o or 
k < no} ) is regular. So it suffices to exhibit n o with the required property. 
Let n 1 ---- #K1,  n~ =- Max{I M(w)[ [ I w ] ~< nl} , and n o = 2(n 1 + l)(n 2 -}- 1) ~. 
Consider y ~ M(a~bnc ~) with n >~ n o . Then there is an accepting path 
through M for a~b~c ~ with output y. Then either the output on a ~ and at 
least (n 1 + 1)(n~ -}- 1) z b's is in a* or else the output on c ~ and at least 
(n 1 -}- 1)(n 2 + 1) 2 b's is in b*. The arguments are similar; so let us consider 
the first case. 
Suppose y = a~la~b ~3 where a ~1 ~ AM(q0 , a n, q), a ~2 ~ AM(q, b ~, q') 
b~3 ~ Am(q', b~-~c%f) , f~F and r >~ (n 1 + 1)(m. + 1) 2. 
The states in the subpath from qo to q can be divided into at least (n~ + 1) 2 
nonoverlapping blocks of n 1 + 1 states and similarly for the subpath from 
q to q'. Each such block must contain at least one cycle on nonempty input 
with output of length at most n 2 . Hence at least nz of these outputs must be 
the same, say d ,  t ~< nz. 
Likewise at least n 2 of the cycles in the subpath from q to q' must have 
the same output, sat a t, i ~ n2. Now if either t or i is zero we are done. 
For if e ~ AM(p, a ~, p) (or e e h~(p, b ~, p)) with k =/= 0 we can pinch out 
the k a's (or the k b's) and get an input a~-~b~e n (or anb"-~c n) that is in L 
and has y as output. 
Otherwise for appropriate states and inputs we must have 
oSl/a t 
okl/olq ok2/oL2 
o%/o t' 
with n~k l+ ' ' '+k~+ lq -s  lq - ' ' '+s~ and m 1=l  lq - ' ' '+ l~+ 1+i t .  
Similarly we must have 
b',/o~ b~)/o °
bkt*I/o Lt+l .® 
with r ~/~1 q - " "  q -k t+ lq -sz+""  q-st  and m 2 = l zq - ' ' '  + /~+zq- t f .  
Thus we can remove the i cycles around Pl .... , p~ with input a%..., a s and 
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output (at) z and repeat he t cycles around/S 1 ,..., fit with input bel,..., b e* and 
output (at) * and not change the output. That is, M(a'~-I~+"'+~r)b'~+(e~"'+et~c n) 
will also containy. Since t :/= 0, s I -t- "'" + sr =/= 0 so an-(~+"'+~r)b~+(e~+'"+et)c '* 
is in L and we are done. 
COROLLARY. For any n >/2, L~ ~ {amlba~b ... a~,b ] 3i, j, i ~ j} is 
context-free but not weak full characteristic. The language L = O~>~2L~ is
context-free but not weak full characteristic. 
COROLLARY. If L~ is defined above, then a language L 1 in ~'(L~) is deter- 
ministic if and only if it is regular; L 1 is weak full characteristic f and only if 
it is regular. 
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